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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new method of pronunciation
variant generation for reducing word error rate in con-
versational speech recognition. In particular, this paper
focuses on the generation of alternative pronunciations
from canonical forms by using the phonological knowl-
edge derived from the analysis of a phonetic transcrip-
tion corpus. The experimental results show that the
pronunciation variation generated by the proposed me-
thod provides slightly better performance than a method
based on manually written pronunciation. These results
also demonstrate the applicability of phonological knowl-
edge-based generation of pronunciation variation.

Keywords: speech variants, multiple pronunciation gen-
eration, phonological knowledge, corpus based approach

1 INTRODUCTION

Current recognizers generally use acoustic sub-word units
as acoustic modeling entities. Pronunciations of words are
described as sequences of sub-word units. In the recogni-
tion process, a word is identi�ed when all of the sub-word
unit labels for the word are recognized one-by-one in the
pronunciation order described in the lexicon. Accordingly,
the word would not be recognized if spoken in a di�erent
way from the pronunciation in the lexicon. However, in
conversational spontaneous speech, words are often ut-
tered in a di�erent way from the lexicon's pronunciations.
Therefore, in order to improve recognition accuracy, it is
e�ective to add multiple pronunciations of words into the
lexicon[1][3][4], and several speech variant models have
been studied so far.

In conventional studies, multiple pronunciations have
been covered by the following two methods.

(A) Corpus-based modeling using optimization tools
such as neural networks or decision trees

(B) knowledge-based modeling employing phonological
knowledge

In the former approach, the mapping function from pro-
nunciation baseforms to variants is �rst obtained by us-
ing machine learning techniques. Then, this mapping
function generates variants from input baseforms. Some-
times phoneme recognition errors by themselves are used
as speech variants[1]. On the other hand, in the latter ap-
proach, phonological knowledge is applied to baseforms
for speech variant generation.

Although these two approaches have di�erent advan-
tages for covering phonetic variations, they also have some

defects. The former approach can learn variations auto-
matically, but it cannot cope with variations unseen in the
training corpus. By contrast, the latter approach can gen-
erate unobserved variants by employing generalized pho-
logical knowledge. However, this model might lead to
over-generatation. Moreover, this generalization method
is e�ective only for variation samples well derived from
the phonological knowledge. As it cannot cope with all
individual variations, other variations must be stored in
the variation lexicon.

For a better modeling, we have decided to integrate
these two methods. As there are few systematic descrip-
tions of phonetic knowledge such as the phonetic rules
in[11], we need a set of rules conventionally used in man-
ual generation of a pronunciation dictionary. This paper,
as a �rst step, clari�es the rule that should be used for
speech variant generation as well as its applicability to
unseen data. For this purpose, this paper also shows that
alternative pronunciations generated by the phonologi-
cal knowledge improve performance over non-systematic
hand collection through speech recognition experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section
describes an integrated variation generation method. The
phonological knowledge is precisely described in Section 3.
Section 4 shows some experimental results on pronuncia-
tion variation generated by phonological knowledge. Diss-
cussion is given in Section 5, and Section 6 summarizes
with concluding remarks and describes future works.

2 INTEGRATED PRONUNCIATION

VARIANT GENERATION

This paper proposes the use of both (A) a machine learn-
ing approach and (B) a phonological knowledge based ap-
proach as a speech variant generation model. This me-
thod includes the following procedures: i) multiple pro-
nunciations generation from the phonological knowledge,
ii) rewriting of transcriptions using previously generated
pronunciations, iii) acoustic model training, and iv) learn-
ing of pronunciation variants with a transcription corpus
or phoneme recognition errors.

To realize such an integrated pronunciation variant
generation, this paper, as a �srt step, focuses on the
description and use of the phonological knowledge and
the knowledge derived from the analysis of a phoneme
transcription corpus. By using the phonological knowl-
edge initially, errors and weak points of the recognizer are
clearly shown, and pronunciation ambiguity and variation
can also be separated. The next section gives examples of
pronunciation variations and knowledge as abstractions of
them.
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3 DERIVATION OF PHONETIC

HYPOTHESIS

We use the following 27 phonemic symbols to describe
Japanese word pronunciations.

a i k j o zh z u d m g ch ng r sh

ts s e b Q t w n p h f -

The long vowels are identi�ed as a succession of the same
two vowels without any special unique simbols.

First, as a baseline for comparison, the pronunciation
lexicon is made simply by the following operation.

VG(0)

Simply convert the standard Kana-writing char-
acters for the word to their roman sequence as
the word's pronunciation

Next, some well known letter-to-sound rules are applied
to some particles.

VG(1)

Apply letter-to-sound rules, e.g. regularly change
pronunciations for particles like \を", \へ", and
\は", and for the end of some words such as con-
junctions

Third, pause insertion possibilities are considered for
speci�c words. For example, after some verb stems, suc-
cessive conjugated forms comparatively often follow with-
out any short pause.

VG(2)

The short pause is allowed to be selectively in-
serted at the end position of each word according
to the attributes of the word.

In the remaining part of this section, we classify
observed pronunciation variants and show phonological
knowledge derived from them.

3.1 Classi�cation of Pronunciation Vari-

ant

Several kinds of pronunciation variants are found, includ-
ing the following types.

(a) Contraction in the particle-auxiliary sequence
� vowel drops in the particle \te"
/te oite/ ! /t oite/

� vowel drops at the head of auxiliaries \iraqsharu
(=come (honori�c expression))"
/te iraqsharu/ ! /te raqsharu/

(b) Nasal Syllabicization[11] in auxiliaries and particles
and changes in date expressions
� nasal syllabicization of particle \node (=be-
cause)":
/suru node/ ! /suru ngde/

� nasalization in date expressions
/go nichi/! /go ngchi/ (=the 5th (date))

(c) Double consonants[5]
� double consonants appear in such a context
as \nichijoo (=Sunday)":
/nichijoo bi/ ! /niQchjoo bi/

(d) Double vowels change to long vowels
/ei gjou/ ! /ee gjoo/ (=business)

(e) Pronunciation of loan words

� lengthening
\ティ (-ty)": its simple conversion is /ti/, but
it's actually /tii/.

� changing into wide-spread pronunciation in
Japan
the letter `H': /eichi/ ! /eQchi/

The knowledge described above from (a) to (e) can be
used to generate pronunciation variants. These operations
are denoted as VG(3a) to VG(3e), respectively.

3.2 Other Variants

Finally, the word speci�c variants are added.

VG(4)

adding special variants according to each word

Currently, the following typical pronunciation variants
are added. It is expected that most of these phenomena
can be explained linguistically and much more straight-
forward rules might be found in the future.

� Multiple Pronunciation of Proper Names:
e.g. 熊谷 /kumagaya/ or /kumagai/

� Word head Q
/Qkurai/ as /kurai/ (=about )

� Contracted sound
/iku/ or /juku/ (=go)

� Lengthening and Shortening
/yooku/ as /yoku/ (=well)
/go yo/ as /go yoo/ (= business)

� Rendaku (=sequencial voicing)

� Multiple changing
/haq pung/ as /hachi hung/ (=8 minites)

/anggatoo/ as /arigatoo/ (=thanks)

/sungmaseng/ as /sumimaseng/ (=excuse me)

� Lazy utterance
e.g. /mooshing/ as /mongshing/

(=medical examination by interview)

One of the remaining types of variants is \rendaku" at
the head of a successive word such as the change from
/kabushiki(=stock) kaishja(=company)/ to /kabushiki
gaishja/. It is known that rendaku does not occur if the

directly following word includes voiced obstruents such as
in /soba/ (=buckwheat noodles). Moreover, it is known
that the occurrence of rendaku depends on 1) the origin
of words (Japanese word (Wago) or loan word), and 2)
the structure within words ( /obire/ (=tail �n) or /ohire/
(=tail and �n)). Therefore, in this research, rendaku is
regarded as word-dependent speci�c variants.

4 EXPERIMENT

Pronunciation variants were generated by the above
described knowledge VG(0) to VG(3d) and used in speech
recognition experiments with canonical pronunciations in
the lexicon.



4.1 Experimental Conditions

We used the ATR Spoken Language Database[6] , which
consists of dialogues simulating the dialogues between ho-
tel clerks and customers. ATRSPEC[7] was used as a
speech recognizer in this experiment. This recognizer uses
tied HMMs made by ML-SSS[8] as an acoustic model, a
multi-class composite N-gram [9] as a language model,
and multi-pass search[10].

Table 1 shows experimental conditions including fea-
ture analysis, the acoustic model and its training data,
the language model and its training data, and the evalu-
ation data.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions
Feature Analysis

sampling frequency 16 kHz, pre-emphasis 0.98,
frame shift 10 ms, frame length 20 ms (Hamming),
logpower, �logpower,
12 dim.-MFCC, 12 dim.-�MFCC,
mean cepstrum, normalized power

Acoustic models
male: 1400 states 5 mixtures,

silence 3 states 10 mixtures
(training data 167 speakers, about 2 hours)

female: 1400 states 15 mixtures,
silence 3 states 10 mixtures
(training data 240 speakers, about 3 hours)

Language models
training data:

about 1.65 million words,
about 3,500 conversations

vocaburary size: about 16,000 words
Evaluation data

42 speakers, 550 utterances, about 5,000 words

4.2 Results

Table 2 shows the results of speech recoginition. The
columns \VG" and \WER" list the operation numbers
used and the word error rates (WER) [%], respectively.
In the column \Improve," scores in parentheses () are im-
provement rates [%] when \0+1+2" is considered as the
baseline for comparison. Other scores are improvement
rates from \0."

Table 2. Recognition Performance
VG WER[%] Improve[%] ([%])
0 17.52 - (-28.4)

0+1 16.77 4.3 (-22.9)
0+2 15.23 13.1 (-11.6)

0+1+2 13.65 22.1 ( - )
0+1+2+3ab 13.49 23.0 (1.2)
0+1+2+3d 12.75 27.2 (6.6)
0+1+2+3c 13.65 22.1 (0.0)
0+1+2+3abd 12.59 28.1 (7.8)

manual 12.95 26.1 (5.1)

To summarize the results shown in Table 2, pronun-
ciations without any variants (\0" case) lead to 17.52%
WER (82.48% accuracy). Pronunciations generated by
well-known letter-to-sound rules (\0+1+2" case) reduces
WER to 13.65%. Thus letter-to-sound rules and pause
addition improve performance by 22.1% and are thus in-
dispensable knowledge.

While pronunciations added manually lead to 12.95%
WER (87.05% accuracy), pronunciations generated by the

phonological knowledge (\0+1+2+3abd") lead to 12.59%
WER (87.41% accuracy), which is slightly better than the
\manual" case. As with conventional studies[1], we should
have used \0+1+2" in the 4th line of Table 2 as base-
line performance. The scores in parentheses in Table 2
show that \0+1+2+3abd" leads to a 7.8% improvement
rate. This means that well-known letter-to-sound rules
and the operations for variants \(3a) contraction in the
particle-auxiliary sequence," \(3b) nasal syllabicization,"
and \(3d) double vowels to long vowels" were useful for
reducing WER.

Because the data we used contain many loan words and
rendaku, when VG(3e) and VG(4) are added, even more
improvement will be obtained.

Next, we will analyze the recognition errors obtained
here, particularly errors that might relate to the variants
not classi�ed in the previous section. These might re-
late to word ending lengthening. In the evaluation data,
the worst accuracy was obtained by a speaker who often
lengthened word endings as follows:

/ano tsuree no hoo gaa sukoshi taichjooo warui nodee
(=as my friend feels bad)/

while the standard transcription is

/ano tsure no hoo ga sukoshi taichjoo warui node/.

These errors occurred because the proposed method
didn't handle such elasticity in word endings. To cope
with these phenomena, we can modify word ending pro-
nunciation for lengthening. Actually, this pronunciation
modi�cation achieved a 5% (absolute) improvement from
about 60% accuracy. However, insertion errors increased
for other speakers.

Conversely, as in read speech, word endings at sen-
tence ends tended to be shortened. For example,
/desu(auxiliary)/ is shortened to /deq/. Although we
can prepare for word ending pronunciation variants, there
might be the same drawbacks as with the insertion er-
rors mentioned above. Thus lengthening and shortening
should be solved by another type of recognizer component
such as acoustic models.

5 DISCUSSION

Wehave listed the rules that derive pronunciation variants
in order to reduce WER in conversational speech recog-
nition. The pronunciation variants generated by listed
rules (as with \0+1+2+3abd") performs slightly better
than our conventional human-made multiple pronuncia-
tions. While the improvement rate of 7.8% (at around
85% accuracy) was small, we believe that more improve-
ment will be obtained by using lexicalized pronunciations
variations VG(4).

Such a knowledge-based approach as our proposal
might be able to get larger improvement in small tasks
than the machine learning approach, as the result in [1]
showed that human-crafted pronunciation variants led to
about 19% WER improvement (at around 65% accuracy)
and that the learning approach with pronunciation vari-
ants led to about 10% WER improvement over pronuncia-
tion baseforms. Moreover, when considering the portabil-
ity to some small tasks, the knowledge based generation
is e�ective.

There have been few systematic phonetic studies for
Japanese speech variants that can be used for engineering
purposes. We can only �nd the comparison between ca-
sual speech and fast speech[11]. In conventional engineer-
ing studies, there are few sources in the literature that



treats Japanese speech variants. For example, pronun-
ciation variants for adjacent numbers and numerals are
considered[4]. While a part of those results is applied for
variant generation in our research, there are other speech
variants and observation is necessary.

This paper only considers the phonological-knowledge
base approach, where we also proposed the use of both the
knowledge base approach and machine learning approach
in Section 2. This combined method is promising for fur-
therWER reduction because the conventional approach[1]
could also improve the performance of human-crafted pro-
nunciations.

This study treats only sequencial variations of sub-
word units as pronunciation variations. On the other
hand, there are variations within the sub-word unit such
as allophones. We assume that they might be solved in
acoustic models. Also, automatic sub-word unit genera-
tion seems to be e�ective for those variants[12] so simple
phonemic symbol insertion and deletion in one word can
be regarded as such a variant. This is why these phe-
nomena might be solved by ways other than pronuciation
variant generation.

From the recognition system construction point of
view, we especially considered pronunciation variant
treatment in systems that have lexicons containing static
pronunciations. However, as current stochastic language
models generate word sequences dynamically, it might be
desirable that some stochastic phonotactic constraints dy-
namically generate sub-word unit sequences and select the
most likely word as a recognized word with a particular
distance measure between generated sequences and word
baseforms in a category. We leave this kind of solution as
a future work.

From the view of transcribing Japanese sentences, some
speech variants are represented in di�erent way of using
Kana even though they are allomorph of the same Kana
word. For example, \/yaQpari/" is a euphonic change
of \/yahari/," which means \as I thought." However, in
speedy but rough transcribing, these are expressed dif-
ferently and regarded as di�erent words. To solve this
ambiguity, research on a model for pronunciation variant
generation is necessary and contributes to establishing or-
thography.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND

FUTURE WORKS

This paper proposed a pronunciation variant generation
method that uses both generation based on phonological
knowledge and generation with the machine learning ap-
proach. Speci�cally, this paper described the knowledge
needed for phonological generation as follows:

� the contraction in sequence

� nasal syllabicization

� double consonants

� changing double vowels to long vowels

� loan words

� word speci�c variants

This paper also showed WER reduction through conver-
sational speech recognition, proving the applicability of
the proposed method.

The following works still remain for future study.

� use of VG(3e) to VG(4)

� phonological knowledge re�nement (e.g. Section
3.2)

� constructing a learning machine of some irregular
kinds of variations

� consideration for inhibition of overgeneration

� to combine this method with acoustic model retrain-
ing with newly generated sub-word unit (e.g. Sec-
tion 5)
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